Experience the latest and the best International HR Practices in your Organization

WHO WE ARE???
Medic HR - a leading manpower recruiting and HR service providing company in UAE.

We are specialized in meeting all the human capital needs of diverse industries in UAE.
-We can provide the most appropriate candidates from Senior management to junior
level skilled technical and non technical staffs for all sectors. Our goal is to provide
talent Indians, Nepalese or Srilankans with the best possible opportunity to work in
UAE with the cost effective manner.
-We provide the deep expertise that is crucial; for helping organizations identity, attract
and retain the talent they need.
-Among the few recruitment companies in UAE we provide a good assistance to our
clients and we are available to 24*7 to listen to your requirements and give guidance.
Apart from a normal recruitment company, we are a consultant as well. So have a good
idea about your business as well. We have a good view that which kind of profile will suit
your facility and will source accordingly.

OUR MISSION
To be recognized as a reliable company by providing our
services at the appropriate time and sourcing and
closing positions with minimal time.

CORE VALUE
Medic HR has its own core value which helps us to
attain our mission and vision.

* Respect * Commitment * Team Work *
Transparent

OUR VISION
To be a good partner to our clients and job seekers by providing
good end to end recruitment and give a perfect fit candidate to
our client.

WHY MEDIC HR???
In Medic, we strive to give you the best hiring solution which are tailored according to each
client’s unique needs so that you can outweigh the return on your HR spending. Our
talented employees are experts in screening the recruitments and backgrounds of both
clients and candidates for a good outcome.
Our innovative solutions are aimed to reaching out to the people and seeking the candidates
who are pioneers in their roles. We help to locate the best candidates from the cream of
intellectuals with our modern market search approaches.
We bridge the gap between reality and expectations of the recruitment process in our
innovation techniques. Just a single door of Medic helps you to hire from all 3 countries –
India, Nepal and Srilanka.

INDUSTRIES SERVED...

CONTACT US
Phone
+971 56 766 7757
+971 50 648 4884

Website & Email
www.medichrc.com
info@medichrc.com

Address
Medic HR
Consultancy Office
NO: 4
Al Hilal Bank Building
Near Al Twar Center
Al Qusais, Dubai
PO BOX : 231525

